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with England, which upset the old balance of power in the
north and so retarded for many years the revival of
monarchical authority in France.
These years, 1127-8, were two of the most important years
of the reign.   Besides the English-Angevin marriage, they
are marked by the change in the king's counsels consequent
on the fall of Stephen of Garlande and the confidence given
to Suger, and finally by the eventful happenings in Flanders.
There the stern justice of the count had roused deep resent-
Murder of    ment among the nobility, and a conspiracy was hatched.   On
the count     March 2, 1127, as Charles the Good knelt at prayer in the
0     n ers   church of Saint-Donatien at Bruges, a band of them set upon
him and stabbed him to death.   The noble character and
exalted position of the victim and the circumstances of the
crime gave it a peculiar significance ;  Charles the Good was
invested with the halo of martyrdom and later became a
The struggle national hero.   The grief of his non-noble subjects was pro-
for the        found, and they had double cause to mourn him, since he
succession    j^ nQ gon an(j ^^ was aj. once a gree(jy scramble for the
succession. Several candidates, of varying degrees of relation-
ship to the dead count, were soon in the field; among them,
a bastard cousin, William of Ypres, who rapidly seized some
of the chief fortresses in Flanders, and the future count,
Thierry of Alsace, grandson, through his mother Gertrude of
Holland, of Robert the Frisian. The king of France con-
sidered that as overlord it was his task to avenge the murder
and restore the government; the. crime was such as to shock
all his susceptibilities, and the opportunity of asserting his
sovereignty in one of the great fiefs could not be missed. He
had a candidate of his own, his protege William Clito, whose
only claim was that he was the grandson of William the
Conqueror's Flemish wife. But such was the decision with
which Louis acted that, three weeks after the murder, repre-
sentatives from Flanders had agreed at Arras, where the
king was assembling his forces, to accept William Clito as
count. By May 6 Louis had marched on Bruges, hurled the
murderers from the top of the tower in which they had taken
refuge, captured William of Ypres and reduced all the castles
he had seized. Once again, as in 1124, he had given a notable
display of sovereignty, but he had considered his own interests
and not those of Flanders, and he had served neither. For

